Groups of organisms require labels or names to refer to them; however, the idea of a single static name index, although tempting for its simplicity, is both impractical and unadvisable as a basis for referring to organisms for which data has been collected and stored for analyses and sharing. The relevant issues are described and some of the challenges facing database researchers are discussed.
INTRODUCTION T
HE FIELD OF BIOLOGICAL TAXONOMY involves taxonomists classifying and naming groups of organisms, which provides others, for example, cell and molecular biologists with a framework for identifying, categorizing, and referring to organisms. However, the process of discovering, classifying and naming all organisms on Earth is far from complete, and the continuing accumulation of knowledge results in revisions of existing classifications with associated changes in taxon concepts and names. Although we need names or labels to refer to things, we cannot simply assume a single, common reference classification, which uniquely categorises and names all organisms. The same organism may have at times been classified according to different taxonomic opinions and subsequently have several alternative names. Without halting the advancement of our knowledge of existing biodiversity, it is difficult to see how we can (in the foreseeable future) achieve a single, static index of species names, which will serve to provide unique identifiers for all organisms. Therefore, we must acknowledge this issue and deal with it adequately in biological information resources, which reference groups of organisms or taxa.
Biological databases are a relatively new medium for the storage of biological information. However, the emphasis on the design and development of these databases has primarily been in recording the data generated from experiments, such as nucleotide sequences, proteins, metabolic pathways, and gene expression (Stoesser et al., 2001; Barker et al., 1998; Ogata et al., 1999; Brazma et al., 2003) , on particular groups of organisms, rather than the seemingly trivial reference to the source organism. Biologists interact with these databases using labels to refer to the specimens or organisms, including common names, generic names and species names. These are the same taxa and names used in the taxonomic literature but without reference to the taxonomic concept associated with the label. Biological taxonomy can provide the framework by which biological information is stored, retrieved, and exchanged, but it is necessary for biological databases to accurately represent the taxonomic constructs, rather than simply use an undefined label. The major challenges in biology are to answer the "bigger" questions, which require integrating data from different ex-periments (and hence databases). Therefore, to ensure valid conclusions are drawn from any analysis which integrates data from different sources, it is vital that like is compared with like, however this cannot be guaranteed with an un-attributed name.
Several challenges for database research arise from the need to allow users to reference organisms by name while accurately representing the reality of the meaning and usage of taxonomic names. To represent taxonomic concepts adequately, the minimum information required is the full taxonomic name and reference to the author and publication in which the concept was described (Yoon and Rose, 2001; Ytow et al., 2001) . Therefore if a biologist is naming an organism (identifying it) he must cite the publication used for identification purposes. This publication will be either a taxonomic work (and hence will define the concept) or that publication should cite a taxonomic work in order to fix the taxonomic concept to the associated name. This will allow others to be sure of the concept associated with the name, however it will not allow them to automatically compare the concept to other concepts, unless they are experts in the taxonomic group concerned. In order to interpret the relationships between taxonomic names (concepts), one must know, not only the classification assumed by the original publication, but also the nomenclatural and taxonomic changes that relate that classification to others. There are two general ways that this can be done. If a sufficient description of the taxon concept has been captured (Pullan et al., 2000) , then it could be possible to automatically determine the similarity of concepts. However for most historical classifications there is insufficient information recorded to enable this to be done and therefore although this would be the most useful approach for the long term, it would only be a solution for future taxonomic revisions. A second mechanism is for taxonomic experts to explicitly define the relationships between taxa (VegBank; Movetax; UBIO; Beach et al., 1993) . This approach is limited in that few other relationships can ever be inferred and little automation can be provided; therefore, the process of determining the relationships between taxa will always require to be done manually. Both approaches require work by expert taxonomists, however even if this work was completed, there is insufficient support in existing database systems to take advantage of it.
DATABASE RESEARCH CHALLENGES
In order to model the reality of taxonomy and nomenclature, database management systems must provide support to store and manipulate the structures and properties of this type of data (Raguenaud et al., 2000; 2002; Raguenaud, 2002) . Classifications are hierarchies, however, when all revisions of classifications of groups of organisms are considered we have in effect a graph of overlapping hierarchies. There are many database research challenges in supporting taxonomy but perhaps the major challenge is modelling and manipulating large, distributed hierarchies and graphs of complex objects. Graph structures are fundamental basic structures which can be used to describe many biological data types in addition to the increasingly pervasive requirement for ontologies.
Currently database systems provide limited facilities for modelling graphs, although there are many research database systems which provide some of the functionality required. However, none to our knowledge provide all of the functionality required (Raguenaud, 2002) , nor are they in widespread use or provide the support expected for multi-user environments with large-scale data requirements.
Most graph databases (or support for graphs in other databases) treat nodes simply as labels. We require to be able to store objects (e.g., specimens) and use them optionally in one or more graphs (e.g., classification hierarchies, type hierarchies, placement hierarchies). Therefore, the objects (specimens) must be independent of the graphs in which they occur and the graphs must be able to support complex objects as opposed to labels. Therefore, we need database modelling concepts to allow us to describe objects and relationships, from which we can then compose hierarchies and graph structures. Pattern matching is a common querying mechanism in graph databases, however patterns are typically simple paths in a graph. We require not only simple pattern matching but also patterns which allow matching of attributes of the nodes and edges in the paths of the graph. The levels in classification hierarchies are called ranks, however every classification does not make use of all possible ranks, although those that are used must appear in the given order. We need to be KENNEDY able to query by rank (level) in the graph where rank (level) is not semantically equal to depth, that is, from a given node at a particular rank in one classification, a node at depth of 2 below in that classification will not necessarily have the same biological rank as a node at a depth of 2 below in another. Additionally to ensure the semantic integrity of the database we need to be able to specify constraints on the graph. e.g. nodes of a particular rank can only exist below other nodes in the hierarchy. Taxonomies are directed, therefore in queries we need to be able to traverse the graph or tree in a specified direction. The results of querying a graph could be a node or a sub-graph. If sub-graphs are returned the structure of the graph must be maintained, not simply the nodes. Having stored and being able to query our classifications we also need to be able to compare taxa or concepts. As discussed above this could be done in two ways, by capturing a definition of the concept in terms of for example its circumscription (members or child nodes of a given node) or by explicitly creating another edge between nodes that specifies explicitly the relationship between two taxa in different classifications (e.g., subset of) Both of these mechanisms have different graph query processing requirements.
We have built a prototype to support the functionality we require for taxonomic systems, but the system is currently not scalable for large systems. Nor has it been implemented on a platform with a sufficiently wide user base to encourage adoption of the approach. Providing this sort of functionality and support in commercial systems is also a major challenge in database research.
The development of taxonomy is a specialised field and the process is typically limited to small groups of organisms, therefore for pragmatic reasons there would need to be many autonomous taxonomic databases resolving parts of the overall taxonomic graph with an integrating database server providing a portal for all taxonomic names and synonym resolution. Any other biological database could then consult the taxonomy server for appropriate name and concept usage with possible synonymy or homonymy resolution with some indication of similarity or certainty of the relationship that could be used to guide the integration of data within and between databases. This does not mean that we require a taxonomic list server, forcing users to adopt a single view of the world, which might be possible in local regions or institutions but would certainly not be acceptable globally. Therefore, a taxonomy server supporting multiple views is essential to support the global sharing of data. Developing such a support mechanism is another major challenge.
